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- Up to now, since 1995
- Beyond 2020
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MHI Space ; Up to now, since 1995

- MHI has continuously participated in Japanese Space Program last 25 years.
- MHI supports space activities by Asian countries with our products and services.
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MHI supports space activities by Asian countries with our products and services.

MHI has continuously participated in Japanese Space Program last 25 years.

https://www.restec.or.jp/satellite/khalifasat
MHI Space; Beyond 2020

Enhance service & technologies to support next generation Space activities.

Human Activities Support
- Radiation Reduction
- Microgravity Effects

Current Business

Transportation capability enhancement
- Stage enhancement
- Intrinsically Safe Engine System

Versatile Space Access
- Affordable System: H3
- Constellation
- Small Sats Rideshare

Exploration for Moon, Mars & Asteroid